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SMALL HYDRO

Harnessing the Hydropower Potential
of an Irrigation Network in Japan
Te addition of hydropower generating capacity to an irrigation
network in northern Japan is one step closer to completion. Several
sites have been identifed for the installation of VLH turbines, with a
total capacity of 1.433 MW.
By Yuichi Abe, Hidenori Ishiguro, Marc Leclerc and Brian Robin

J

apan has about 20,000 km of irrigation

MJ2 worked with the local irrigation administra-

of the irrigation system — guaranteeing the

networks with appreciable fow capacity

tion and adjacent landowners to refne the design

availability of fow to downstream users. Tree

and numerous smaller systems. Tese

criteria based on the requirement for secure

confgurations were considered: within the

higher-fow networks are well-designed and

fow continuity and minimal loss of agricultural

alignment of the irrigation channel with a fow

maintained, making them suitable for small

lands. An important improvement of the project

bypass channel, within the irrigation channel

hydroelectric generation capable of operating at

feasibility would be to consider the possibility

alignment without a bypass channel, or within

very low heads. Te introduction of the feed-in

to produce electricity year-round. Te VLH is

a separate bypass channel. Te use of a bypass

tarif scheme for renewable energy, including

well-suited for this application, being able to

channel would meet the original design criteria,

small and medium-scaled hydropower, in 2012

operate at a very low partial fow of less than

where eliminating the bypass would require

created the potential for such developments on

2 m3/s with a relatively fat efciency curve.

electromechanical devices to ensure continual
passage of the irrigation fow.

irrigation networks.
Te project started in 2012 with a detailed

Confguration alternatives

Te initial feasibility review indicated that a

survey by Japan NUS Co. Ltd. ( JANUS) of 50

Using existing infrastructure requires that

gate may be required in the fow bypass channel

potential sites at drops in a 25 km-long irrigation

the project respect the original design criteria

alternative to reduce the size and cost of a fxed

network in northern Japan. Figure 1 shows the

mean monthly fow variation for three locations

Figure 1 — Mean Monthly Flow Variation

within the network. JANUS then selected MJ2
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Technologies as the strategic supplier because
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of the fexibility of the VLH turbine concept,

head range, and willingness of MJ2 to collaborate
openly on the irrigation application.

Ten, an initial engineering investigation
phase was undertaken by JANUS and MJ2 to

select the preliminary sizing of the VLH turbine
(see sidebar on page 20) to be used considering
the canal section and available fow. Te VLH
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As part of the detailed survey conducted of 50 potential sites at drops in a 25 km-long irrigation network
in northern Japan, the mean monthly fow variation was recorded for three locations within the network.
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weir-regulated intake. Tis review also indicated that the cost of a

1C. Fit the side bypass with a regulating gate or fap gate to reduce

power bypass channel would be high and it would have a larger impact

the overall length of the intake. However, this scenario inserts elec-

on agricultural lands. Terefore, the bypass channel confguration was

tromechanical risk related to the potential failure of components

eliminated from further study.

interrupting the passage of fow downstream.

With this decision, the layout confgurations were reduced to: with
a fow bypass or without. Te without confguration was investigated

Confguration 2: Without a fow bypass channel

and two scenarios were considered with a top fap gate capable of

Tese confgurations consider using electromechanical means to pass

instantaneous bypass of the fow and a system that involved the fast

the irrigation fows in the case of an outage, which is less secure from an

removal of the VLH, both of which MJ2 has experience with.

irrigation fow management point of view but would reduce civil works
costs by eliminating the bypass channel. A fap gate, bottom gate and

Confguration 1: With fow bypass channel

fast removal system were considered, with the bottom gate later removed

Tis confguration considers the main channel with a side bypass channel

because the general confguration would not allow a high enough fow pas-

for the fow in case of an operational stoppage of the VLH.

sage. Te two alternatives considered are installations MJ2 has experience

1A. Respecting the channel’s width and reducing the turbine size,

with and are considered to have a high level of reliability. Although these

nominal fow, nominal output and expected production. Tis option

solutions bring the best cost per installed kW and the smallest footprint,

reduces the area afected by civil works and the need for land. It also

they introduce a high level of dependence on electromechanical devices

reduces production capacity but does not avoid structural review of

and a potential confict with respect to continuity of the irrigation fow.

the main channel concrete works to assess whether the location can

2A. Flap gate confguration. Tis involves installation in the main channel

support installation of the turbine without structural reinforcement.

with a top fap gate, high enough to allow the irrigation fow to pass

1B. Widening the channel at the turbine location to install the most

over the VLH in case of an outage. Tis is the simplest and most

suitable turbine size from the VLH standard range. Civil works will

reliable solution. It reduces risk of interruption of the fow passage,

be more important and agricultural lands will be slightly afected. Te

but the low-cost maintenance access to the turbine-generator group

VLH cost will be higher but the cost per installed kW will be lower,

relies on the lifting system.

resulting in higher production and proftability. However, the civil

2B. Fast removal confguration. Tis involves installation in the main

works design and execution is simpler and less expensive to rebuild

channel with a fast removal system that lifts the VLH out of the

the area of the main channel to incorporate the VLH.

fow in less than an hour.
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Considering a system application

consultation with the Ministry of Agriculture,

organized with MJ2 specialists to screen the

In parallel with the discussions regarding

the owner/operator of the irrigation network,

frst selection and prepare feasibility study level,

adequate layout of the power plants, a survey

along with the irrigation system users/farmers/

drawings, cost estimates and production estima-

was carried out to complete a detailed inventory

adjacent land owners to explain the project

tions. Te frst ranking and selection process

of the sites and an optimization analysis. Of

and assess potential impacts, difculties and

resulted in eight sites (see Table 1 on page 18).

the 50 drops frst identifed, 35 were further

design constraints. Tis review resulted in the

For all VLH turbines, the model number

studied later in 2012. Teir main dimensions

next short-listing of 11 sites for further study.

corresponds to the turbine diameter in mil-

were measured, land and agricultural uses were

In early 2013, a technical and economic

limeters. Te VLH DN 3550 and VLH DN

inventoried, distance to the grid was established,

feasibility level study was initiated to assess the

3150 were chosen because the overall width

and site access was determined, with all the

11 sites, considering: road access, distance to

of the VLH was consistent with the existing

information compiled in a site inventory.

electric grid, and particular adjacent landowners’

channel width. Due to the smaller VLH sizes,

restrictions. In September 2013, a site visit was

only a portion of the fow is used for generation,

Over the next six months, JANUS initiated

with the excess fow passing over the turbine
or through the side bypass channel.

In the second stage of the ranking and selection process, the VLH sizes were increased to
VLH DN 4000 and VLH DN 3550 in the

channels where they would ft. Te sites with
construction difculties and the inability to

adapt the larger optimized VLH size to the

channel width were eliminated. Site 6 was put
on hold because of the proximity of a valuable
chestnut tree plantation.
Te total installed output remains close to
the frst evaluation despite the elimination of
two sites. Te proportion of total fow that runs

through the turbines was increased, again due
to the larger VLH sizes.
In the fnal review of the second stage, Site 15

was removed because of civil works difculties
associated with raising the channel side walls,

and Site 6 was reintroduced when a solution was

established to avoid the chestnut plantation. Te
VLH size for all sites was increased to the VLH
4000. Site 13 remained questionable because of
the choice of the VLH DN 3550, with further
investigation required to clarify whether it is

possible to install a VLH DN 4000 by enlarging
the channel at the turbine location.

Te fnal six sites selected consider only two
turbine models, with an investigation under way

to see if only VLH DN 4000s can be considered
across all the sites.
Conclusion of initial investigation –
Confguration and staging of development
Te design confguration selected was a side
channel spillway to a bypass channel because the

owner was not comfortable with sophisticated
electromechanical devices, such as fast turbine
lifting systems or fap gates. Te bypass channel
would have to be buried under the adjacent road
16 HRW / November-December 2014
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Table 1: Projects for Phase 1 Implementation
Site
Reference
Numeber

Width (m)

Preliminary
Head (m)

Q max
(m3/s)

Optimized
Head (m)

VLH
Turbine

Max Output
per Unit (kW)

Max Q Turbine
(m3/s)

Non-Turbined
Flow (m3/s)

Non-Turbined
Flow (%)

1

4.4

2.0

16.8

2.0

DN 4000

225

15.44

1.36

8.1

2

4.4

1.8

16.8

1.8

DN 4000

180

14.65

2.15

12.8

3

4.4

2.0

16.8

2.0

DN 4000

225

15.44

1.36

8.1

4

4.4

2.0

16.8

2.0

DN 4000

225

15.44

1.36

8.1

6

4.4

2.0

16.8

2.8

DN 4000

346

16.8

0.00

0.0

13

4

2.4

14.9

2.4

DN 3550

232

13.3

1.61

10.8

to avoid any loss of agricultural lands.

supporting structures installed on removable

production of more than 4.3 GWh sold through

Tis solution is not the least expensive option

steel structures in the canal drops. Each site will

the Japanese FIT price to create a turnover of

but because the project is the frst of its kind

be ftted with the side channel spillway bypass

€0.9 million (US$1.25 million). ■

in Japan, it was necessary to choose the most

system with a fxed regulating weir section able

conservative layout and to carefully observe the

to pass 100% of the maximum canal fow. Te

irrigation network manager’s concerns.

national water supply regulator is currently

Yuichi Abe is assistant manager of new business

reviewing the frst phase considering the private

development at Japan NUS Co. Ltd. (JANUS). Hidenori

use of the publicly-owned irrigation canal.

Ishiguro is an environmental consultant with JANUS. Marc

A fnal list of six sites has been defned
for the frst phase of implementation, with a
second phase of eight more sites to be built. Te

Te frst phase will have an installed capacity

Leclerc is president of MJ2 Technologies S.A.S. in France

frst phase will consist of fve VLH DN 4000

of 1.433 MW and will cost about €7.2 million

and Brian Robin is area manager North America with MJ2

machines and one VLH DN 3550 turbine, with

(US$10 million) and result in estimated annual

Technologies in Canada.
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VLH application in irrigation systems

— Fish friendliness, with live passage of eels,

for maintenance and, if necessary, during a food.

— Potential increase in food discharge capabil-

salmonids and cyprids.
MJ2 Technologies developed, and patented

worldwide, the VLH technology since 2004 to

Te hinged extraction confguration swings

ity (control structure bypass type installation).

install in low head projects with existing infra-

the VLH up out of the water passage, using

— Larger plant sizes are only restricted by

structure. Tere are fve sizes of VLH turbines

upstream gates or stoplogs to stop the fow.

physical space.

designed to operate at gross heads below 4.5

Tis extraction system can be customized to

Advantages for application in irrigation

3

m and design fows from 10 to 27 m /s. Te

meet site specifc requirements, such as food

systems are:

system is modular and has a maximum capacity

protection where the machines are lifted in less

— Modular, as engineering is standardized

of 500 kW per turbine. Numerous turbines can

than four hours to free the water passage (sluice)

and costs are reduced for multiple instal-

be used to achieve higher plant fows.

to pass the food fow and sediment transport.

lations, and the standard turbine use results

Te VLH is an extension of the axial fow

Advantages of the VLH are:

Kaplan turbine design combined with a direct

— Low civil works costs, with no need for a

drive permanent magnet generator in a sub-

food-proofed powerhouse/control building.

mersible hub/bulb. Te unit is connected to an

Te control building can be located 60 to

integrated power and control system (IPCS),

80 m from the water passage.

which incorporates a back-to-back frequency

— Minimal onsite construction period due to

converter and control system (hydraulic, electri-

the minimal civil works, which also results

in operation synergies (shared spare parts,
minimal training, etc.).
— Civil works consistent with those used in
irrigation networks.
— Minimal onsite construction. In most cases,

the construction period can be completed
during non-irrigation seasons.

cal and pneumatic). Te IPCS is intended to

in a short construction period (12 months).

— IPCS can be located away from the struc-

be robust, versatile, efcient and cost-efective.

— Low visual impact as the control building

ture to minimize impact on access and

Te result is a submersible system that can be

can be located well away from the river.

incorporated into sluices in existing low-head

— Low noise due to the submerged generator.

— Fish friendliness.

control structures with the VLH designed for

— Direct connected turbine-generator (no

— Potential increase in food discharge (control

food conditions, although it can be extracted
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agricultural lands.

structure bypass type installation).
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